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Spectrum management options for GRIDMAN
– Smart Grid applications
Eldad Zeira
InterDigital Communications LLC

Introduction
In [2] we have introduced two approaches to Smart Grid network architecture, namely the homogenous and
heterogeneous networks. We have proposed that out of all IEEE-802 standards, 802.16 devices are uniquely
suitable for high data rate long range applications and therefore for the home to POP (point of presence)
communication link. In-home communication could also be done using 802.16 devices which leads to a
homogenous network. Alternatively other RATs could be deployed which leads to heterogeneous networks
using a combined Home Area Network (HAN) and Metropolitan Area Network (MAN).
We have also shown that both infrastructure and operating cost to deploy Smart Grid needs to be minimized,
which leads to the need to minimize both equipment / deployment and spectrum choices for Smart Grid.
Another requirement for Smart Grid is for high network reliability. This requirement stems from the fact that the
same communication network will be used for real time load monitoring and balancing. Failure to balance load,
when needed, could result in large scale blackouts. This trend is even stronger if energy peak production
capacity is reduced (as a result of having the Smart Grid communication in the first place). Thus both cost and
reliability govern spectrum choices for the Smart Grid.
Spectrum could be licensed, unlicensed or lightly licensed. In order to use licensed spectrum, utility companies
will have to either lease it from the national regulators or pay existing operators per use. Both alternatives are
expensive. Unlicensed spectrum is free, and therefore very crowded. Due to its unlicensed nature, no
performance guarantee can be given. A reasonable cost – performance compromise is the lightly licensed
spectrum, where different users of the spectrum avoid interfering with each other via a combination of sensing
and an open data base of communication devices, possibly accessed through a remote server. When
operating in heterogeneous network, both networks can be then deployed in lightly licensed spectrum.
The draft PAR in [1] already recognizes this fact in its proposed scope which calls for operation in “licensed,
unlicensed and lightly licensed spectrum bands”.
Networks deployed in lightly licensed spectrum generally compete for spectrum resources and have little or no
incentive to cooperate beyond formal requirements. Not so for HAN and MAN for Smart Grid which will likely
be managed by the same entity, provide the same functionality and can benefit from joint control of spectrum
usage (spectrum sharing).
Joint control of spectrum usage provides several benefits:
1) Ability to operate in single band
2) Ability to assign the right spectrum to the right network, e.g. HAN could be adjacent to TV stations
3) Reuse of spectrum (between HAN and HAN / MAN networks) to increase spectral efficiency
4) Guarantee of end to end QoS
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Specific techniques for spectrum sharing are best left to the technical discussion stage after PAR approval.
They could include, among other techniques, measurements, band selection and on / off / power control or
their combination. The network as a whole could share information and decisions via a remote server or
controller. See fig. 1 for example.

Text Proposal
Propose to modify draft PAR in 80216-09_0068r2 as follows: (Blue – new text)

5.2 Scope of Pr oposed Standar d:
This amendment specifies OFDMA PHY, MAC and management interfaces enhancements to IEEE Standard
802.16 for operation with increased robustness in degraded infrastructure. This amendment will support path
redundancy, Mobile Base Station, Low Duty Ratio, as well as operation in licensed, unlicensed and lightly
licensed spectrum bands below 6GHz with means and mechanisms to share spectrum use with other RATs .
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Figure 1: Spectrum sharing architecture
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